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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

  This chapter discusses background of the study, statement of the problem, 

purpose of the study, significance of the study, scope and limitation, and the 

definition of the key terms. 

 

1.1 Background of the study 

  English is an international language that functions as a means of 

communication, which is needed for economic, politics and education development in 

the modern era. In the field of economics, we find that English is used in trade. In 

politics, English is used to communicate the idea or the opinion of the people, and in 

education, we know that a lot of book are written in English. English serves as a 

means of absorbing and developing science, international aid and administration, 

technology and culture. So, it is very important for the students to have the ability to 

comprehend the information by learning English. It is supported by Trask (1999), 

who claims that English is beyond dispute the premier international language 

throughout the world. 

  English has four basic skills. Those skills are listening, speaking, reading and 

writing. According to Burley-Allen (1995, in Second Language Listening: Flowerdew 

& Miller, 2005:22) has shown that the average time spent on basic skills during the 

daily communication process is 35 percent for speaking, 16 percent for reading, 9 
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percent for writing, and 40 percent for listening. Based on the data above, it can be 

concluded that listening is the most important skill. Listening is a communication 

technique that requires the listeners/students to understand, interpret, and evaluate 

what they hear. In addition, listening skill is imperative for English language learners 

because without understanding the information what other people say, students 

cannot reply. So, the students who are able to practice listening in teaching listening 

process well will able to apply the language when they are in other situations. 

  A teaching listening process guides the students to listen and to get the main 

idea of what is being said without focusing on specific details and without hesitating 

over unknown words by using certain instructional media to the learners (Pollard, 

2008:39). It means that for making the teaching listening process successful, media is 

needed as a special tool for creating successful learning process especially listening. 

According to Sadiman (2008:17), media gives a good impact to young learners; it can 

make message of the materials delivered clearly, it can make the learners active in 

teaching learning process including motivating the learners and letting them study by 

themselves based on their interest and ability. By using media it will change the 

response of the students. It will make students interested in studying English.  

  There are several kinds of media that can be used by a teacher in teaching 

listening, for example visual, audio and audio visual media. The teacher has to be 

smart to select the appropriate media. It is to keep the willingness of students in 

learning English. By selecting the appropriate media, it will help teacher manage and 

control the class during a teaching learning process. Sadiman at al (2006) state that in 

making a decision to use media, a teacher needs to ask three out of four basic 
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questions; (1) Is it easy for use to prepare? (2)  Is it relevant to the teaching learning 

purpose? and (3) Is it stimulating student sense? 

  Based on the statement above, it can be a concluded that the audio visual 

media is an appropriate media to use in the classroom. By using it, the teacher will be 

easy to convey messages to the learners because this media is very flexible, practical, 

and easy to prepare. It is supported by Rose et al. (2001, in Soler & Jorda, 2007:245) 

who state that the use of audio visual material as a valuable source that can present 

learners with samples of appropriate language use in a variety of contexts. In 

addition, audio visual media can be used for individual or large number of students. 

Besides, it can manipulate the situation and condition in the class. It means that the 

students will feel that the object provided is real. It is supported by Hamzah and 

Lamatenggo (2010:135) who say that small, large, dangerous object, or the object 

cannot be provided in the class, it can be shown by audio visual media.  

  Ni’mah (2007), in her research of “A Study of Using Media in Teaching 

English at SMU 3 Madiun”, found that the teacher used several teaching media. They 

are visual media consists of whiteboard, real object, overhead projector and text book. 

Audio media consist of radio, tape recorder and language laboratory. Audio visual 

media consist of Television program, VCD player and computer/internet.  

  Other previous research, conducted by Hapsari (2008), about “The 

Effectiveness of Using Different Teaching Media to Teach Vocabulary”, found that 

the posttest mean score of the group that used visual media was 76,52 and the posttest 

mean score of the group that used audio media was 68,91. It means that teaching 

vocabulary using visual media is more effective than using audio media. Soler & 
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Jorda (2007:224) claimed that visual media often do not present a specific language 

function or a speech act at all and, when they do, it may not reflect real language use. 

  Based on the data above, it can be concluded that there are many media that 

can be used in teaching English. They are visual media, audio media, and audio visual 

media. About visual media, there are different results of the study between Hapsari 

(2008) and Soler and Jorda (2007). Hapsari (2008) stated that teaching vocabulary 

using visual media is more effective than using audio media for student such as 

playing, easy to remember and easy to forget. The research conducted by Soler and 

Jorda (2007) showed that the recorded material of the visual media did not pay much 

attention to the interactive features. Moreover, Soler and Jorda, supported by Salazar 

& Uso-Juan (2001, in Soler & Jorda, 2007:226) argued that the input learners are 

exposed to in visual media fails to offer examples of requests that reflect natural 

instances of language use in authentic situations. 

  Because of the data above, the researcher wants to combine audio media and 

visual media to be audio visual media.  In addition, the researcher wants to know the 

result how are the student’s responses for the used of audio visual media if it is 

applied in teaching listening. The success of teaching learning by using media is 

shown by the responses of the students.  If the responses of the students indicate that 

they enjoy the class, it means that the media is suitable with the students’ needs. It is 

successful when the learners are able to answer the question. However, the learners 

will not focus and get sufficient motivation or support to study if the media is not 

suitable with the learners’ needs and characteristics, unattractive and uninteresting.  
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  All in all, from those explanations above, the writer is interested in conducting 

a study at SMP Muhammadiyah 06 Dau Malang. The writer decides to conduct a 

study about the audio visual media in teaching listening at SMP Muhammadiyah 06 

Dau Malang. Besides, the writer is interested in knowing the responses which are 

shown by the students at the school. 

 

1.2  Statements of the problem 

1. What are the kinds of audio visual media used by the teacher in teaching 

listening at SMP Muhammadiyah 06 Dau Malang? 

2. What are the students’ responses toward the audio visual media in teaching 

listening at SMP Muhammadiyah 06 Dau Malang? 

 

1.3  Purpose of the study 

Based on the statement problems above, the purposes of the study are: 

1. To find out the kinds of audio visual media that is used by the teacher in teaching 

listening at SMP Muhammadiyah 06 Dau Malang. 

2. To know the students’ responses toward the audio visual media in teaching 

listening at SMP Muhammadiyahm 06 Dau Malang. 

 

1.4 Significance of the study 

  There are several significances expected by the writer of this study, they are: 

for the teachers of English, for teachers/lectures of English department and for the 

next researchers.  
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  For the teachers, it will give information on the use of media which are 

appropriate with the material in teaching listening. Moreover, it will anticipate the 

teacher’s difficulties in doing listening process and also selecting suitable media. 

Likewise, teachers can develop and find best media in teaching listening. For 

teachers/lecturers of English Department, this research is expected to give 

contribution to improve and elaborate the theory especially the used media in 

teaching listening. For the next researchers it may give contribution to conduct 

investigation in the same subject. It will give a guidance of how to conduct the 

similar research. In addition, the result of the study can be used as a source of 

information to develop this research.  

 

1.5 Scope and Limitation 

 The writer realizes that it is impossible to include all factors related to this study 

and it is necessary to scope and limit this study. This study stresses on investigating 

the media used by teachers in teaching English. Furthermore, the limitation of this 

study is the audio visual media used in teaching listening by the teacher of 2
nd

 grade 

at SMP Muhammadiyah 06 Dau Malang. 

 

1.6 Definition of the key terms 

  There are some key terms that must be defined in order to avoid mistakes and 

misunderstanding of the contents of the study, they are: 
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1. Audio visual media 

 Audio Visual media is combination media of seeing and hearing sensory, they 

are: Television programs, Film/Video strips and overhead Transparencies (Kasbolah, 

1999 in Saputri, 2004). In other word, it can be said that Audio Visual media is a 

media with both sound and visual that are work together.  

2. Listening 

 Listening is the act of hearing to get the information from the speakers by 

predicting and analyzing what is being said. It is supported by Pollard (2008), who 

claimed that listening was one of the receptive skills and as such it involves students 

in capturing and understanding the input of English.   

3. Teaching Listening 

 Teaching listening is process of guiding to listen to get the main idea of what is 

being said without focusing on specific details and without hesitating over unknown 

words (Pollard, 2008). In short, teaching listening is guiding the students to get 

information, main idea and receiving the messages by listen to the speakers. 

4. Responses 

 To answer or reply in any way; exhibit some action or effect in return to a force 

or stimulus. (http://www.wordnik.com/words/respond). On the other hand, it can be 

said that response is the students’ reaction in getting knowledge transferred by 

teacher using media. 

 

 

 


